The synthesis of complex materials through the self-assembly of particles at the nanoscale provides opportunities for the realization of novel material properties. However, the inverse design process to create experimentally feasible interparticle interaction strategies is uniquely challenging. Standard methods for the optimization of isotropic pair potentials tend toward overfitting, resulting in solutions with too many features and length scales that are challenging to map to mechanistic models. Here we introduce a method for the optimization of simple pair potentials that minimizes the relative entropy of the complex target structure while directly considering only those length scales most relevant for self-assembly. Our approach maximizes the relative information of a target pair distribution function with respect to an ansatz distribution function via an iterative update process. During this process, we filter high frequencies from the Fourier spectrum of the pair potential, resulting in interaction potentials that are smoother and simpler in real space, and therefore likely easier to make. We show that pair potentials obtained by this method assemble their target structure more robustly with respect to optimization method parameters than potentials optimized without filtering. Finally, we show that Fourier-space regularization allows the self-assembly of complex crystal structures where unregularized optimization fails.
I. INTRODUCTION
The ability to synthesize novel complex materials via the self-assembly of building blocks on the nanoscale presents an enormous opportunity for the design of materials with targeted behavior, including mechanical and optical properties [1, 2] . Following the definition of Whitesides et al. [3] , a self-assembly process is characterized by the emergence of structure from disordered, distinct constituents and governed by their shapes and interactions. In order to design a material for synthesis via self-assembly, we need to answer the question "What constituents and what structures are required for the targeted self-assembly behavior?" This question represents the inverse problem in contrast to the forward problem of "What is the self-assembly behavior of certain predefined constituents?" [1, 4] The major challenge in solving the inverse problem is the vast search space constituted by the sheer limitless choice and possible combinations of feasible building blocks and interactions [5] [6] [7] .
While directing self-assembly processes with highly specific interactions is technically possible [8] [9] [10] , it is often more informative to know which is the simplest interaction needed to achieve a specific structure via facile and robust self-assembly [11] . The simplest interaction will not only provide insight into the underlying mechanisms of self-assembly, but may also be easier to realize experimentally and produce higher yields.
In this work we optimize isotropic pair potentials (IPPs) as a model for the interaction between point parti- * csadorf@umich.edu † sglotzer@umich.edu cles that self-assemble into a specific target crystal structure. It was previously shown that Fourier space filters provide an elegant way to design simple IPPs for the selfassembly of complex structures [12, 13] . Here we apply this knowledge to advance the relative entropy minimization (REM) approach outlined by Lindquist et al. [14] to be carried out directly in Fourier space and with the repeated application of a smooth low-pass filter at each iteration in order to effectively regularize the optimization process towards simpler solutions. The proposed Fourier-filtered relative entropy minimization (FF-REM) method ( Fig. 1 ) is designed to optimize only the relevant length scales within the potential function, while noise is efficiently suppressed.
Standard methods for the derivation of IPPs for fluids [15] [16] [17] [18] , many of which fall under the general umbrella of the relative entropy minimization framework [19, 20] , cannot be readily used for solids, because the radial distribution functions (RDFs) of solids have many more characteristic length scales compared to their fluid counterparts. Applying standard REM or Iterative Boltzmann Inversion (IBI) directly to solids results in potentials that tend to be overfitted. That means in this context that they contain too many features and length scales that are not actually critical and are possibly even detrimental for the robust self-assembly of the target structure. Since we know that complex structures may be assembled from much simpler potential functions [21] , an efficient optimization algorithm needs to be biased towards those length scales that are essential for robust self-assembly.
One approach to steer the optimization of potentials towards simpler solutions is to apply constraints, e.g., limiting the solution space to monotonic convex func- Response i
Iterations
Transform to real-space potential at each iteration i.
To generate an isotropic pair potential (IPP) for the self-assembly of complex structures, the radial distribution function (RDF) is measured from a thermalized ideal crystal, from which we generate a smooth guess function in k-space. This guess function is then iteratively updated by transforming the potential into real space at each iteration, executing a self-assembly simulation, measuring the response, and then updating the potential accordingly in Fourier space. The initial guess, as well as all updates are smoothened via a low-pass filter (shown in red) in order to ensure that the optimization is biased toward smoother potentials that carry only those length scales that are crucial for the assembly of the target structure.
tions [14, 22] . The FF-REM method does not rely on such constraints, but instead regularizes the optimization towards smoother and simpler solutions by the repeated application of a filter function in Fourier space (k-space).
II. FOURIER-FILTERED RELATIVE ENTROPY MINIMIZATION
For the algorithm's derivation we recognize the potential energy E of a three-dimensional system of interacting point particles in a volume V = N/ρ, where ρ denotes the number density, may be expressed as a function of the RDF, g(r), both in real space,
and equivalently in reciprocal space,
where f (r) →f (k) is the Fourier transform, defined bŷ
The Fourier transformation is unique and invertible and thus preserves all the information of the real-space potential. However, in practice, in order to meet the complexity constraints introduced above, a real-space potential is strongly limited, especially in its range. This means that traditional optimization techniques-carried out exclusively in real-space-are inherently tying the information exploited for the optimization process to the range of the potential energy function. By instead optimizing the pairwise interaction model directly in Fourier space there is no inherent constraint on the potential range and the potential function is only transformed into real space for the sake of carrying out the integration of forces as part of simulating the assembly process using molecular dynamics (MD).
For the overall process ( Fig. 1) , we first propose an ansatz functionV (0) (k), which in our case is just the smoothed Fourier transform of the potential of mean force (see Appendix B). Then we enter an iterative update process, where at each iteration we map the potential to real space and carry out a self-assembly simulation of point particles. We measure the shifted RDF h(r) = g(r) − 1 and Fourier transform to obtainĥ(k). The update step is then expressed as a function of the difference betweenĥ (i) (k) at iteration i andĥ * (k) measured from our target structurê
where α denotes the effective learning rate, c scales the low-pass filter, and k B T is the thermal energy of the system. The learning rate α is a dampening factor to stabilize the optimization process; we found values between 0.1 and 0.2 to be small enough to yield stable optimization. Larger values of c mean that higher frequencies in the Fourier potential update are more strongly dampened. The filter strength c was chosen such that critical features of h * (k) are preserved while values considered noise (< 0.01) are reliably dampened as k becomes large.
IPPs mapped from Fourier space onto real space need to be truncated since they are in principle infinite in range. For this we applied the following cut-off algorithm:
where we chose r min ∈ {1.6, 2.4}, = 0.3 and = 5.0. We ensure smoothness at this cut-off by applying the Stoddard-Ford algorithm [23] up to the first derivative. The optimization algorithm is described in detail in Appendix A.
To apply this algorithm to the derivation of IPPs for the assembly of solid structures, we compute the RDF from position distributions of harmonic crystals, where particles are bound to their ideal crystal sites through harmonic bonds. The harmonic bond constant K was chosen such that the peaks within the measured RDF are sufficiently distinct to reliably characterize the structure, usually in a range of K = [100, 800], but always low enough to avoid singularities.
All molecular dynamics simulations were carried out with HOOMD-blue [24, 25] on the high-performance compute cluster of the University of Michigan. The computational workflow in general and data management in particular for this publication was primarily supported by the signac data management framework [26] .
Simulation trajectories were analyzed with the software package Freud [27] and visualizations were rendered with Fresnel [28] . Structures were analyzed and identified with the in house software INJAVIS. We trained a machine-learning model based on a deep neural network with spherical harmonic descriptors of particle environments to identify crystal structures from millions of simulation snapshots [29] .
To benchmark the performance of FF-REM, we also attempted a control optimization using standard IBI and REM. IPPs optimized using REM without any kind of filtering failed to self-assemble the target structure in about 95% of all cases solely due to instability issues caused by rough potentials with extremely high forces. We used a Savitzky-Golay [30] filter to smoothen potentials in real space in combination with REM, from here on referred to as real space smoothened relative entropy minimization (RS-REM), which increased the overall stability, but the failure rate is still much higher compared to FF-REM, about 10-25% compared to 1-3%. Since these filters are not directly equivalent, we needed to determine comparable filter parameters. Specifically, we ensured that the filter parameter c in k-space and the window length d s employed for the Savitzky-Golay filter lead to an approximately equal amplitude reduction of a model function (sin(x)). For this purpose we fitted an empirical function,
to map between the two different filter parameters and the symbol c * in the context of the real-space control optimization implies d s = d(c * ).
III. ISOTROPIC PAIR POTENTIALS FOR COMPLEX STRUCTURES
Using FF-REM we found IPPs for the assembly of simple cubic (cP 1), body-centered cubic (cI2), facecentered cubic (cF 4), cP 4-Li (cP 4), β-tin tI4-Sn (tI4), A15-type cP 8-Cr 3 Si (cP 8), diamond (cF 8), clathrate-I cP 54-K 4 Si 23 (cP 54), and σ-phase tP 30-CrFe (tP 30) structures. For the cP 54 the assembly runs for the optimization iterations were seeded with a crystal seed of 14 particles; the thus obtained potential assembles the structure without a seed in longer simulation runs. Attempts to find potentials for β-manganese cP 20-Mn (cP 20), and γ-brass cI52-Cu 5 Zn 8 (cI52) were not successful with parameters tested for this study. We were not able to optimize potentials for cP 4, cF 8, cP 8, or cP 54 with the Here we show the objectively best IPPs (corresponding to σmax, see Eq. 8) optimized with FF-REM and RS-REM (blue and yellow lines, respectively). The RDF measured from the assembled structures (gray lines) are compared against those obtained from the target harmonic crystal (shaded in gray). We found that a perfect fitting of all RDF features is not a critical requirement for the assembly of the target structure. The corresponding unit cells are depicted as ball-and-stick models (top right). Fig. 2 , where we show both the FF-REM solutions as well as the potentials obtained from the control optimization in realspace (where that was possible). It is immediately apparent that in the majority of cases, the solutions obtained via real-space filtering are not as effectively regularized against overfitting.
To quantify the effectiveness of our regularization, we introduced a measurement of complexity, Ω, defined as
Ω is nonnegative and becomes large when the potential has small-scale real-space features.
The effectiveness of the low-pass filter is made obvious when comparing Ω between optimization procedures with different filter strengths c, see Tab. I. Optimization runs with the higher c value of 0.2 consistently yielded solutions with lower complexity. This effect can be visualized when comparing solutions mapped onto real space for the identical target structure, but carried out with different filter strengths. Likewise, changing the filter strength for the control optimization carried out in real space (also shown in Fig. 3 ) leads to the suppression of features at specific length scales, however much less consistently than the filtering in k-space. Beyond that, finding a solution with comparable filter strengths in real space is altogether impossible in many cases.
IV. METHOD EVALUATION
To quantify the objective of minimizing the difference in the RDF measured from the thermalized ideal crys- tal and the distribution measured from the self-assembly result, with the additional constraint of minimizing complexity and potential range, we define the objective function,
where
The functions g (i) (r j ) and g * (r j ) denote the discrete RDF measured at iteration i and from the target structure, respectively, therefore f is a measure of how close the RDF matches the target distribution at iteration i. This means that the objective function naturally increases as the RDF matches better, but is reduced by increased complexity (Eq. 7) and the range of the potential evaluated in real space (Eq. 5). The objective function is used to rank different IPP solutions for the same structure as shown in Fig. 4 .
For those structures we were able to find a solution for, the Fourier space regularization not only results in a reduction of IPP complexity, but also yields an overall higher fitness. This is generally true for the objectively best solution, i.e., the solution that corresponds to the highest σ, as well as for the solution with the overall best fitness value f , regardless of σ. We found both surprising and reassuring that the least complex solutions result in an overall better fitting of the target function. All optimized potentials were evaluated by the objective function σ (defined by Eq. 8 and visualized by color), which rewards a better fit with the target RDF and penalizes complexity (Eq. 7) and long-ranged potentials (Eq. 5). Plotted are the respectively best potentials that were found as solutions for the self-assembly of the cP 1 structure for a given set of optimization parameters. The potentials have about the same range and fitness, but are sharply clustered with respect to the objective function, which in turn is starkly correlated with the filter strength c.
In general, the fitness of the resulting RDFs is not a good indicator for successful assembly. In fact, when evaluated for the complete data set, the fitness is only weakly correlated with the yield. In other words, most optimization runs returned potentials that reliably reproduced the RDF, up to a specific precision, but from that alone we cannot discern that this potential assembles the target structure, or any ordered structure at all. However, for those potentials that did assemble the target structure, we can use the fitness as a quantitative measure of how well the solution matches the target distribution, which in turn allows us to rank multiple successful solutions.
While we were able to determine IPPs for many different structures, in many cases the optimization resulted in potentials that either failed to assemble any structure, i.e., some kind of fluid, or assembled highly defective structures that might or might not resemble the target structure. In only very few cases did the optimization result in a structure different from the desired structure. For example, none of the attempts to optimize an IPP for cI52 were successful, but most of them yielded cI2 instead [31] . Similarly, some of the cP 20 runs for various optimization parameters and some of the real-space optimization runs of cF 4 with optimization parameters α = 0.1, c * = 0.2 also yielded cI2 instead. We analyzed the optimization performance with respect to the optimization method itself and with respect to the target structures. In particular we are interested in determining which optimization method and param- The yield is the number of successful attempts, i.e., a combination of optimization method, parameters, and random seed, where at least one iteration led to an IPP that would assemble the target structure, divided by the total number of attempts. The yield for at least partially successful combinations of structures and optimization parameters was similar for both methods.
eters yield the best results and whether we can discern for which structures it is inherently harder to optimize potentials with the presented methods based on specific structural characteristics. We evaluated the robustness of a specific optimization method and parameter combination by calculating the overall yield, i.e., the number of times they resulted in the successful optimization of a potential in at least one iteration, divided by the total number of attempts. All combinations were replicated independently three times with a different random seed.
We found that the overall yield of FF-REM (48%) is much higher compared to the real-space method (14%). The yield among replication groups, where at least one combination led to successful optimization, is much closer (93% versus 88%) (see Fig. 5 ). This leads us to believe that FF-REM is more robust against the choice of optimization parameters. Once we have found good parameters for a specific structure, both FF-REM and RS-REM have similar success rates in finding some potential that will assemble the target structure.
The learning rate α and the filter strength c are roughly equally important in determining the overall yield. Here we found that, on average, increasing the learning rate resulted in a slightly reduced yield for the tested parameters for FF-REM and an almost negligible yield for the real-space method (see Fig. 5 ). However in the former case, some structures, including cP 1, cI2, tI4, and tP 30, have actually an equal or higher yield with α = 0.2. In general it is apparent that increasing the learning rate makes it more likely for the optimization process to skip over small regions within the high-dimensional parameter space leading to successful optimization. This suggests that in those cases where the yield is lower with a higher learning rate, simply optimizing with more iterations should eventually lead to an equal or higher success rate. This choice of a smaller learning rate comes with a trade-off: in general one would like to use the highest possible learning rate, to reduce the compute time required for optimization.
For the two tested filter strengths c, we find that FF-REM performs better with the higher value of c = 0.2, whereas the real-space method with equivalent filter parameter c * performs better with the lower value (see Fig. 5 ). This finding is surprising to us as we expected that increased smoothing would make it more difficult to assemble target structures for both methods.
Secondly, we investigated how the optimization performs with respect to the target structure. We found that the yield for individual structures is always higher with FF-REM (Fig. 6 ). That means we were able to find more structures more robustly with FF-REM in the vast majority of studied cases.
It appears that for the tested structures the yield is not strongly correlated with the unit cell size. The average coordination number of the first neighbor shell on the other hand appears to be more crucial. With the exception of the extraordinarily robust optimization of potentials for the cP 1 and tI4 structures, which both have an average coordination number of 6, there appears to be a relationship between average coordination number and the yield. Specifically, it appears to be generally more difcP1 cI2 cF4 cP4 tI4 cF8 cP8 cP20* tP30 cI52* cP54
Crystal Structure The melting temperature kBT melt is the temperature at which the target structure disintegrates, i.e., is no longer stable with particles at the lattice coordinates interacting via the objectively best IPP. The melting temperature was determined by initializing the system in the target structural configuration and then slowly raising the temperature from kBT = 1.0 up to kBT = 3.0. The * / † symbols denote that the listed structure did not assemble with either the k-space or the real-space method.
ficult to optimize IPPs for lower-coordinated structures, such as cP 4 or cF 8.
To assess the optimization robustness for all runs, even for those parameter combinations where the target structure could not be assembled, we determined the melting temperature k B T melt for the best potential, i.e., the potential with the objectively highest value (σ max ) (see Fig. 7 ). The melting temperature is defined as the temperature at which the target structure comprised of particles interacting via the corresponding potential would start to disintegrate. We initialized simulation configurations with the target structure, and then slowly increased the temperature while evaluating the Lindemann criterion [32, 33] :
The melting temperature was then determined to be exactly the temperature at which L and δL δt were above a specific but universal threshold.
We found that the mean melting temperature is slightly higher with FF-REM compared to RS-REM. On the other hand, the mean melting temperature for individual structures was often comparable or even higher using the real-space method, even when the latter did not result in a potential that would assemble the target structure.
We found no strong correlation between either the filter strength or the learning rate with respect to the melting temperature. That leads us to believe that optimization method and parameter combinations are less important in determining potentials that stabilize a target structure, but are crucial in finding potentials that assemble these structures. Smoothness appears to be less critical for structural stability, but very important for the likelihood of self-assembly.
In conclusion, we demonstrated that by taking advantage of the unique properties of Fourier space, we are able to implement a simple but effective regularized optimization algorithm resulting in smooth IPPs for the self-assembly of complex structures. Not only is FF-REM more robust and demonstrated an overall higher yield compared to the real-space methods, the resulting smoother potentials lead to a significantly higher yield when it comes to the self-assembly of complex crystal structures.
Appendix A: Relative Entropy Minimization in Fourier Space
We largely follow the approach outlined by Lindquist et al. [14] for the REM, to derive the optimization algorithm for the FF-REM method. The probability p for a specific microstate R i within the canonical ensemble (NVT) is defined as
where Z(θ) denotes the partition function. We then define the joint probability
where Ω denotes the set of all M microstates sampled from the target distribution, which we want to maximize to find the optimal parameter set
Assuming that P > 0, this is equivalent to
where we denote the logarithm of the probability with L.
We apply an iterative ascent algorithm to maximize L
whereᾱ denotes the learning rate, an empirical constant that controls the size of each update step. To evaluate ∇ θ L, we first expand L: 
Then we evaluate the derivative for all terms individually:
The derivative of the potential energy can be expressed in terms ofĝ(k) by applying Eq. 2:
The first term of Eq. A11 is therefore:
where we assume for the last transformation ( * ) that the target sample distribution Ω is ergodic. Similarly, the second term can be evaluated to: 
Since both terms only vary with respect to the ensemble average, we can combine them to:
Here we use h(r) ≡ g(r)−1 to avoid explicitly computing the Fourier transformĝ(k) which has a singularity at k = 0. Assuming thatV (k|θ) is a tabulated potential, where θ = [ 0 , 1 , ... 
where the integral-over all k values-has been split up into multiple integrals, each over all k values corresponding to a specific . Since all terms in the sum must be zero except where m = n, our update formula for individual components reduces to:
where we have combinedᾱ and all other proportionality constants intoα. Choosing an appropriate discretization ofĥ(k), this is approximately equivalent to 
To bias the optimization algorithm towards smoother functions, we apply a filter operator functionξ c f (k) = k −2 e −ck f (k) to the update step:
which is the basis for Eq. 4. This transformation biases the gradient ascent path on L in directions that are orthogonal to changes for large k, but preserves the positions of extrema on L.
